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DigiOmmel & Co. was recently commissioned to digitize a batch of obsolete CVC®
video tape recordings. The recordings date back to mid-1980s. For this project, we
rejuvenated our CVC machine stock, and modified our primary transfer VCRs to
provide optimal replay signal stability and quality. An Y/C component video output
was added to improve the luminance and chrominance signal transfer at capture
stage.

Compact Video Cassette format was developed by Funai Electric Trading Co., LTD., sponsored by
Technicolor Corporation. CVC units, made by Funai, were marketed under various OEM brands such as
Canon, Chinon, Grundig, Saba, Siemens, Uher and Universum (Quelle). Grundig, however, modified the
original CVC format by lowering the tape speed in their model VP100, to achieve an extended
recording time.

Short CVC history
The CVC format parameters for CCIR/PAL video signal were finalized in October 1981. In fact, CVC was
the first small cassette, consumer-grade, color-capable VCR on the market, making it a rival format to
portable stand-alone Beta and VHS recorders.
CVC video signal encoding format is very similar to VHS; all the Y/C signal recording and playback
processes can be carried out by a standard VHS video chip set (Hitachi). CVC’s more modern feature is
a dynamic (level-dependent) pre-emphasis in luminance signal process, as opposed to a fixed preemphasis of the VHS format (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The CVC format employs dynamic high-frequency luminance
pre-emphasis, while VHS format uses a fixed pre-emphasis.

QuarterCam ENG format
In 1982, CVC cassette was also adopted by Bosch and Philips in their professional
Lineplex/QuarterCam® ENG camcorder format. However, the QuarterCam uses much higher tape
speed (3.4 times)than CVC, and wider video heads. Video tracks are recorded in composite signal
format, but luminance signal is time-expanded by a factor of 1.5:1, to increase the effective
wavelength of the recorded signal. The chroma signal, on the other hand, is time-compressed by a
factor of 2:1.
The time-expansion/compression causes minimal inter-track crosstalk of the image content between
adjacent tracks. Thus, guard bands between video tracks are unnecessary, amounting to significant
increase of signal density on tape. Despite relatively narrow video tracks, and low video head-to-tape
speed, Lineplex process yields superior image quality, as compared to much bulkier semi-professional
VCR formats (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Physical dimensions and parameters of the original CVC format, PAL version.

Figure 3. Bosch-Philips QuarterCam format layout.

Blending Beta and VHS mechanism
The helical scan format, using ¼-inch tape – half of Beta and VHS tapes – naturally reguire tighter
mechanical tolerances. CVC’s 6-centimeter video head cylinder, an 11-degree azimuth angle offset
between video head gaps, and chroma signal phase-shift at recording, are all similar to relevant VHS
parameters.
The CVC transport system entails a mixture of rather antiquated (second-generation) Beta/VHS design.
The tape is wrapped in a so-called M-pattern as in the VHS, but the capstan shaft is located behind
video cylinder, far from the cassette. Video heads are attached to a scanner plate, sandwiched
between stationary upper and lower cylinder plates, as in Beta VCRs. The linear tape speed for CVC
PAL/CCIR version is 37.4 mm/sec, about 60 % higher than the VHS PAL (SP) tape speed.
Due to narrow tape and relatively large video head cylinder, CVC video tracks are laid at only 2.7
degrees. Unlike in Beta or VHS, the cylinder itself is not tilted. The track angle can be achieved with
skewed/tapered tape guides, and downward sloped ridge around the lower cylinder plate. This
arrangement provides inherently stable video head tracking which is less susceptible to vertical tape
height errors than in VHS VCRs.
The Funai CVC transport is operated by two motors. The head scanner has a direct-drive motor, while
another motor is coupled to capstan flywheel by a belt. Before moving the tape, the capstan motor
performs tape loading. The motor pulley is coupled to a loading mechanism run by a set of gears to
produce sufficient torque for the geared loading/unloading ‘rings’ around video cylinder. Another belt
from capstan motor is needed to provide tape winding functions and take-up reel hub tensioning at
recording and playback.
The tape loading or threading is accomplished by two loading rings, similar to Beta and U-matic
mechanisms. The loading starts with the outer ring turning in counter-clockwise direction, and the
inner ring in clockwise direction. Attached to the loading rings, there are pivoted arms with three tape
guides and a pinch roller. When both rings have reached their final position, the tape is brought
around the video cylinder. Once wrapped, the guide poles set the tape to the correct height on the
video cylinder for recording and playback (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. CVC tape threading and transport mechanism.

Improving video head preamplifiers
Off-tape video carrier signals are very small even at best of circumstances. Any residual or
accumulated loss of tape signals will add visible noise, local interferences or dropouts to the replay
image. It may even become impossible for a VCR to return decent color image and stable luminance
signal from those 30-year old video tapes. Therefore, we modified the video head preamplifiers of our
primary CVC transfer decks.
Extracting video in Y/C component format
We also worked with the video output circuit to avoid using the regular composite video output
signalling. With an Y/C component signal output, the replay image can be extracted at optimal
resolution and signal to noise ratio. (Fig. 5) see Optimizing Digital Transfer of U-matic Video
Recordings.pdf). The captures were made at 12-bit resolution. We currently possess two units of Funai
F612V, two Technicolor 212Es, and one decommissioned units as spare part repository.

Figure 5. Video head preamp circuits were modified to improve tape signal sensitivity and S/N ratio. Chrominance and
luminance video signal are extracted before A/D conversion to obtain best possible video capture quality.
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